
The ChatOps Challenge for Security Teams
Many security teams today use communication tools like Slack as a hub 

for incident management and response. Short for “chat operations”, 

ChatOps is a streamlined way of communicating across your team and 

facilitating operational functions. When applied to information security 

and incident response, ChatOps empowers you to hop on a security 

event or incident the moment an alert comes in.

Unfortunately, the security ChatOps process is often done manually 

today, and requires security professionals to jump from product-to-

product to conduct routine tasks, collect data, and post messages back to 

Slack. In order for ChatOps to truly be effective for security purposes, it 

requires orchestration to integrate your tools with Slack, and automation 

to enable seamless workflows between them. This includes a bidirectional 

flow of information.

Enable a Bidirectional ChatOps 
Experience with Komand
With ChatOps embedded into your team’s security operations, every 

security product can join the conversation in harmony, tasks can be 

automated across systems, and teams can collaborate in real-time. How 

does Komand empower this experience? Our security orchestration and 

automation platform acts as an connective layer between your tools, so 

that you can effortlessly automate the bidirectional flow of information.
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Unify All Your ChatOps Use Cases with Komand
With ChatOps powered by Komand, your team will no longer worry about the extensive, manual effort 

to perform notification, escalation, and routine investigatory tasks via Slack. To get started unifying your 

ChatOps process, or to see this in action, get in touch with a member of our team at sales@komand.com.

Features for Streamlined ChatOps

Integrate Effortlessly with Slack
Komand easily plugs in with your Slack account.

Kickoff Automation Directly from Slack
You can trigger a Komand workflow right in Slack. 

Post Notifications and Other Messages
You can automate the posting of messages to Slack.

Prompt for Responses in Slack
You can send response prompts to channels or users.

Extending Komand’s ChatOps
Features to Other IT Functions
While Komand was purpose-built for security teams, the power 

of the platform can extend well beyond security operations to 

enable a DevSecOps unification. By simply integrating your 

DevOps products with Komand, you can apply Komand’s 

orchestration and automation layer to the unique needs of 

your organization. 

Popular DevOps Integrations

For a full list of plugins, visit our marketplace at 

https://market.komand.com. Don’t see a plugin you need 

on the list? We make it easy to build integrations with our 

Python and Go Plugin SDKs and plugin documentation. 
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